Governor
J. Strom Thurmond

Respectfully submitted,

In our State Government and I hereby approve them.

Agencies and will result in a balanced budget and stronger economy.

Approved by the general assembly with evidence duplication in space

I am committed that these reorganization plans when

I once presented in section 4 of the act.

In the form presented in section 4 of the act.

The general assembly by the passage of a concurrent resolution

The plans are subject to the approval

of the letter of transmittal. The plans are subject to the approval

of 1946, together with copies of the department's departments and cooperates

commission pursuant to the presentation at act no. 67 of the act.

I hereby transmit to you reorganization plans now.

For Speaker andデザイン of the House of Representatives.

For President andデザイン of the Senate.

Governor
Executive branch
State of South Carolina